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I
ABSTRACT. Tn this paper the phonomon*>n of simultaneous oscillations at three 
anharmonically related frequencies in a regenerative loop, containing a limiter typo non­
linear element, has been analysed. The effects o f finite selectivity of the modes on the locking 
range have been studied. The response o f such a loop to tin external input has also been 
analysed. A  possible method for the elimination o f the * three-frequency effect* in such a 
circuit has boon suggested. An experimental tirrangoment of su<*h a regenerative loop, con­
taining aAljufltable selectivity and gain control arrangement, has been described. Experi­
mental results have also been presented in support of the conclusions of the analysis
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The weak-signal suppression effect in non-linear regenerative tuned circuits 
has been examined by many authors. It is kno-w-n that compression type charao- 
teristics are m utually destructive and expander t3rpe characteristics, on the other 
hand, are mutually supporting.
In  this paper it will be shoMTi that the compression type characteristics of 
a limiter may sometimes become mutually supporting in nature with respect to 
signals having certain phase and amplitude relationship among themselves. In  
particular, i f  the input to the limiter consists of three components the frequencies 
o f which are anharmonically related and the phases are related as in a phase 
modulated wave and further if the amplitudes of the different signals tfre properly 
related, then the stronger signals m ay help the growth of tiie weaker ones. Thus 
with respect to such singnals the destructive character of the limiter is lost. There­
fore if the limiter is incorporated in a regenerative loop containing adjustable 
fipequency selective networks and further if the gain of the loop for different modes 
is properly adjusted, then simultaneous oscillations at three anharmonically 
related firequenoies can be maintained. ____ _
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This is a desirable result where oontinuoualy variable stable frequency osoil> 
lations are needed, e.g ., in frequency synthesis. In  some cases, however, it may 
cause serious trouble, e.g ., in Autom atic phase control circuits, where depending 
upon the gain and transmission characteristics of bandpass’ tuiied circuits, the 
system m ay l^reak into simultaneous oscillations at different frequencies.
In section 2 the transmission characteristics of two types of non-Hnear ele­
ments one having the limiter type non-linear transference and the other having 
the expander type non-Hnear transference— in the presence o f throe signals h avii^  
certain phase relationships among themselves, have been briefly studied. I t  
has been pointed out that it is possible to realise simultaneous oscillations at three 
frequencies in a feedback circuit which can independently support tlrree distinct 
modes and contains a Hmiter type non-linear element in the loop. The region of 
amplitude stability has also been foimd out theoretically.
In  section 3 the effects o f finite selectivity of the modes on the shifts o f the 
frequencies of oscillations from the resonant frequencies of the tuned circuits 
have been studied. The possibility of having continuously variable stable fre­
quency oscillations has also been suggested.
Section 4 deals with the effect of an external input, having a frequency nearly 
equal to  that o f any one o f the free running modes. Expressions for the critical 
value o f the amplitude o f the external input for quenching action and the corres­
ponding expression for locking range have been found out.
• In  section 6; a method has been discussed for converting the regenerative 
loop, sustaining mmultaneous oscillations at three-frequency, into a degenerative 
one with respect to  the undesired components with the help of a non-linear phaw  
shifting network.
In  section 6, experimental arrangement o f the regenerative loop containing 
the limiter t3^  non-linear element has been described and experimental data 
with respect to the region o f stable oscillations have also been presented, which are 
in good agreement with the region o f amplitude stabUity found in Section 2 .
T R A N S M I S S I O N  C H A R A O T E R I S T I C S
*‘ThfK freque/tf^ effeeP* in a non-linear element or iTUemal aynehronieation
The phenomenon that gives rise to the loss o f destructive character of a 
limiter with re i^ ct to three signals which have certain phase and amplitude 
relationship among themselves, is called the “ three frequency effect” . It is well 
known that when two non-coherent signals are applied to a limiter type non-linear 
transference, the ii^ n g  signal wOl be captured and the weak signal will be rejected- 
The expandmr type charaoteristii<», on the other hand, hdps the weakOT t%nal 
to build up. But if  the phases o f the compbnents o f the ugnal to the limiter are 
related as in a phase modulated wave imd frtr^er if  the amplitudes are propwly
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relate, then the compressor typo chara< t^erietic of the limiter t5rpe nonJiii^a^ 
element will fail to he mutually destructive in nature, i.o. the presence of the 
stronger signals will help the growth of the ij^ eaker one. In this soetiom this^  pheno* 
menon will be briefly studied with respeA to two types of non-linear elements 
one having the limiter typo non-linear traife and the other having the ex­
pansion type non-linear transforenco. ||
Let us consider that the inputs to the|^on-linear elements are
ej^  ^  A cos =  A cos Ijb =  B cos ?== -B cos
Cq =  C cos =  C cos fa , ... (2.1a)
where A, B ,C  are the peak amplitudes of t^e signals and f s  i c^ their 
instantaneous phases which are related as
f A ^ f c  ~  ••• (2.1b)
The input output characteristic of the non-linear element having the compressor 
typo characteristics is assumed to be given by
. .. (2.2)
and that o f the expander type non-linear element is of the form
X«„, =  8inh(Z<„), • ... '(2.3)
where ‘X{„’ and 'X^ut are respectively the input and output of the non-linear 
element.
Therefore the outputs of the expander type non-linear element consisting 
of frequencies ci)^  =  wj, =  d^gjdt and wc> =  di/rcjdi are given respectively
by
T ^ ^ 2 m B)U C)h{A)i-Io(A )h{B)Ii(C )cos^l ... (2.3a)
Ts =  2lUA)UC)h{B)+h{A)hiS)Ii(G) 0035 ]^, ... (2.3b)
Tc==2[Io{A)Io{B)h(C)+Ia{C)h(A)h(B)co»<j>], ... (2.3o)
where J*(Z) is modified Bessel Function of order‘d  and argument ‘Z\ Taking 
=  (2 «-f l);r for the steady state. Eqs. (2.3a) (2.3b) and (2.3c) reduce to
Tj, =  2[Io{B )U O )IM )-hi^)h{B )h(C )l . . . '  (2.M)
TjB=^2[Io{A)Io(C)h{B)-hiA)Ii{B)Iy,(C)l -  (2.3e)
To *  2[Io{A)Io{B)I^{C)-Io{C)l2{B)Ii{A). (2.3f)
The plots of T^, Tb and To are shown in Big. 1 for the case when .4 -  (7 for M - 
forent values of B. I f  the input to  the expander type non-linear element
o f  o o m p o M o t e  e . , , «<, .  t e t t o  i t  o « >  a « o m e o  t h .1  » h o
,M . i .  o q « l  to  tta t o f «„  .n d  «»p B t«d o  of e j >  le a  to M  toot of eithor
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or 6(1 then one can find from the plots of Fig. 1 that after sometime all the signals 
will be found to grow, particularly the w etter one. Thus expander type charao> 
teristics help building up of weaker ones.
Fig. 1(a) & 1(b); The input-output characteristics for the three different components of a 
composite signed of an expandor type non-linear element. The components of the 
composite signal bear a definite phase relationship among themselves, namely
as 2^ J^ +7T
Let US now consider the limiter type characteristic as represented by E q.
(2.2) .
The outputs o f the limiter type non-linear element consisting o f frequencies 
tag — dijfsidt and =  d^p/dt are respectively given by
Tji =  [A~{A^+2{m -\-C^)A^&C co»(j>}l 
Tb == \B-{B^-\-2(A*->rC^)B-^2ABC cos<f>}], 
To =  [C -{C «-l-2(J?*-f^*)(?+^S* 008 4^}].
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
(2.4c)
W hen the signals are non-coherent the cos ^  terms drop out and the corresponding 
outputs are given by
Ts =  lA-{A^-{-2 (B^+C^)A}l . . .  (2.6a)
Tb =  [J?-(5®+2(.4*-fC7*)B}], ... (2.5b)
Ta =  [C'-{C«+2(^*-f-B»)C}I. ... (S.5o)
N ow  for the case when the phases are related as in E q . (2.1b) taking ^  =  (2n-|-l)7r 
for the steady state, we have the follow ii^ expressions for the output o f the limiter 
tjirpe non-linear element for the different frequencies:
. . .  (2.4d)Ta =  [A -{A*+2{m -\-C *)A-B K f\l 
Tb =  [5 -{J5»+ 2(.d*+ C *)JJ-2 iB 0}], 
«= tC -{C »-f2 {4 «-f5 » )C -^ 5 * )].
(2.4e)
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The plots of T_i, and Tq given by Eqs. (2.4d), (2.4e) and (2.4f) are shown 
in Fig. 2. It is seen from the plot for the ease where A ==C, that when this type
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of limiter type ncm-linear element is incorporated in a regenerative loop and vhen 
B is greater than A or 0. it does not help the growth of either A or C. For ex­
ample if 5  =  0.8 and A =  0.1 then it is seen that A becomes non-existent after
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sometime. But when A ox C m greater than B then it is seen from the plots that 
A  helps the growth o f B, But it is to be noted that when A is much greater than 
B  then the loop acts in such a way as to hej^ the elementation of JB. Thus there 
are limits to the value o f the ratio AjB  fo% which the loop may act in such way 
as to help building up o f the weaker one. |Prom the above discussion it is clear 
that if the non-linear element is placed in a|egenerative loop having certain gain- 
frequency relations, the loop may break int<| simultaneous oscillations at the three 
frequencies cojg and C0(;». A  schemati^ diagram of a circuit for producing 
simultaneous oscillations at throe frequenci^ is shown in Fig, (3), which contains 
three gain control arrangements for the osc:|lations at frequencies oijj and 
respectively and three frequency selective networks for the oscillating components 
A, JB, and C rospootivoly, |
Region of Stability of Amplitudes
From the above discussion it is evident that simultaneous oscillations at 
three frequencies will be maintained in the regenerative loop containing the limiter 
type non-linear element if the gain, phase and transmission characteristics of the 
loop for a particular component bear certain relationships with those of the others. 
Further the presence of any one of the components will have pronounced effect 
on the gain, phase and the transmission characteristics of the others. Hence 
if the amplitude of oscillation of any one of the components is changed, the cor­
responding transmission characteristics of the other will bo modified, as a result 
o f which all the modes may exist with a modified amplitude distribution. The 
above situation will occur if the gains of tlie loop for different components boar 
certain relationship among themselves. In this selection this region of amplitude 
stability has been foimd out.
Let us consider the regenerative loop shown in Fig. 3. It contains gain control 
arrangements 0^ and Gq respectively for the components and Sq and
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Fig 8 : Sohematio diagram of a regenerative loop vdth the limiter for simultaneous oscilla- 
tions at three anharmoixically related frequeniMes.
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a limiter type non-linear element. The input-output relation o f the comjwessor 
type non-linear element is assumed to be given by
=  -  (2-5)
where
S.^ f^  — A. cos cos COB •** (2'®)
Then the instantaneous amplitude and phase equations can be written a^ i
{\.—OjGj;)A-\-T
dt
2(5*+C»)4+J3®C'cos ^ ],
{ \ - a f i a ) B + T ^  = -  \ a^Gs[Bfi+2{A^+G^)B->r2ABC co&4>l 
dt 4
(1—aiGc)G-\-T dC
di
a^Oc{C^+2(A -^\-m)C-\-AB  ^co s^],
and
where T is an appropriate- constant. 
Putting
t  .
daO
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
^  S  =  I  I^Oj^ + O o ^  ) ]  siniS, ... (2.10)
4 . A z A  =^K s 
3 a^ Qa ^
... (2.11)
4 a^G»c-l
3 a^Oo
and (p ~  {2n+l)n, we have in the steady state
ZA^-QA»C+(‘^ C^+Kj^-2KB)Ai~iKB-2C‘ )C =  0, ... (2.12)
and 2C^-QAO^-i-[iA^-\-Ka-2KB)C+{Bs-2A*)A =  0. . . .  (2.13)
Let us assume that the frequencies of the components A  and C are symmetri­
cally situated with respect to  the frequency o f oscillation of the component B. 
In  general 'A ’ is not equal to ‘C’ and so let us assume that
G =  mA . . .  (2.14)
w h ere'm ' is a positive number. Substituting the value o f C from (2.14), in the 
stejRdy state we Jiave
ns „  Ka~(l+2m»)A» 
2-m (2.15a)
. . .  (2.16b)
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2-1/w
and
2m®—4wif4-6»w— 3,
' i
2 -4 m + 6 f» ® —3m»
.. . (2.16a) 
. . . (2.16b)
The above equations have been in Fig. 4 where the region of stable
oscillation which lies within the boundin|^ curves corresponding to 4^* =  0 and
i
Fig 4 : Amplitude stability* diagram showing the amplitude relationship among the three 
compononts for simtdtaneoua oscillations at tliree anharmonioally related frequencies
=  0 . Now  if the gains are symmetrically distributed around the frequency 
o f oscillation o f ‘5 ’ i.e. Kj^  == Kq and A ^  G, wo have
(2.17)
B =  ■y/2Ks-2K^. (2.18)
Therefore for simultaneous oscillations at three frequencies in the symmetrical
case we must have
Kji =  K o> Ks, (2.19)
and ZKs>2K^. (2.20)
In  the above discussion nothing has been said about the stability of the 
am plitudes o f oscillations, To study the question of stability of the modes we 
. shall follow  the liap u n off technique. W e imagine that the ^ p litu d e s  'A\ ‘JS’ 
and are given respectively increments o f ‘a?’ , ‘y ’ and V  about their m ew  values
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o f the amplitude of oscillations i.e. A ,^ ^o* I f  it i9 found that these inore*
monts ultimately die out we call the oscillation modes stable and otherwise unstable. 
Thus we have the incremental equations for the three components from
=  -  I  03(?4{(54o*+25o*-ir^ )»+2^o5oy+(4^*-5o*)«}, ... (2.21)
T  ^  dt (2.22)
T ^  =  - l a , O o { { 5 A o ^ + 2 B o ^ - K o ) z + W - B o ^ ) ^ + 2 A ^ ^ } .  . . .  (2 .23)
ot 4
Putting p =  djdt the characteristic equation can be written, for the simple case 
when u4 =  (7, i.e. Kj^  =  Ko, as
p *+  I  a ,T [O s {2 K s -K ^ )+ m A K ^ -K s)lp
+  [ ~ a ^ y  O ^ G M K A - K B r + m A - ^ a m s - 2 K ^ ) ]  =  0  . . .  (2 .24)
From the above E q. (2 .24) it is seen that the coefficients are real and positive 
when the conditions o f Eqs. (2 .19) and (2 .20) are satisfied. Therefore Eqs. (2 .19) 
and (2.20) give the correct criteria of simultaneous oscillations at three frequencies 
in the loop.
E F F E C T  OF T U N E D  C I R C U I T S
R A N G E
ON THE L O C K I N G
In  the above analysis we have assumed that all the three oscillations occur 
at the resonant frequencies of the three tuned circuits. I f  only one mode exists the 
oscillation does occur at the resonant frequency of the corresponding tuned cir­
cuits. If, however, the throe modes are present simultaneously it is possible 
that the frequencies of oscillations will differ from the resonant frequencies. Now  
from the analysis in section 2, it is clear that frequency and phase condition in 
E q. (2.1b) must be satisfied. It  is also evident that the amount of detmiing 
present in the different tuned circuits will have a marked effect on the overall 
characteristics. This effect is studied in this section.
Let us suppose that the three tuned circuits which have been incorporated in 
the loop have sufficiently high Q-values and the three frequencies o f oscillations 
that are idmultaneonsly present in it, are chosen in such a way that the gain 
o f any o f the tuned circuits at its centre frequency is considerably large 
compared to that at other two frequencies which are away from the centre fre­
quency.
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Considering the loop shown in Fig. 3, one finds that for the sinmltaneous 
oscx lations to occur at the three frequencies, the linear and non-linoar gains of 
the loop for the three frequencies are to be lelated at
^ = G a(p )TAAIb ,C), ... (3.1,
... (3.2)
C =  Qc(,p)T(;iAj^,C), ... (3.3)
where Gj_{p), O^ip) and Odp) are the lineai|gains of the loop for the component 
A, B  and C respectively ^  Tj{A, B, C ) ^ T a { A , B , C )  and ToiA, B, C)
are the corresponding non-linoar gains of tl| loop. From Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and
(3.3) one can write the corresponding amj|[tude and phase equations as (see 
Appendix A) 1
[ M - |  ffl3{A»-f2(JSHC*)A-f52C'eo8 55}j - A ,  ... (3.4)
(?Bo [ a x i l - 1 2 ( A H C ® ) B - f 2 .^8(7008 - 5 ,  ... (3.5)
' diO -j a8((7®-f-2(A*-fB*)C'-(-AjB® cos^}j —C, ... (3.6)
^ e s i 2A<oj5—(A(i).£+Ao)e)+Asin^S, ... (3.7)
I  • “ 4  <^a^Ao j  +acGOo'^ +2aj5G'fi<,Ac], ... (3.8)
dA
<^A ■ s
dB
OCjB dt
2 dC
«(? ■ dt
and
where
and A(o.^, Aox.^  and Acop are respectively the detuning from the centre frequ^cies 
o f components A, B  and 0. ctji and ac^  and otc are proportional to the quality 
factors o f the three tuned circuits, viz.,
, aa =  ^  and =  ^  .
|!n the steady state d^jdt =  0 and the equilibrium phase ^ is given by
Kain^ =  2Awjs—(Aw.^ -|-Awc.), ... (3.9)
or, 2Ao^—(Acix -^f-Ato )^_ < 1 .
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ObviouBly for entrainment the value of K  must be greater than|2A(i>£—(A<i>^+ 
Ao)(j)l
This defines the limits of detuning permissible. Beyond this lim it the phase 
relations change to a value that the feedback circuit acts in a way so as to capture 
the strong signal and to reject the small signal.
The amplitude equations are given by
KAo =  ^ * + 2{B *+ C «)+ S * ^  cos 
K b „ =  B*+2(^H C'*)+2^C'oos^i,
Kb„ =  (7 *+ 2 (4 *+ B 2 )+ J S 2 -^  cos^J.
Lf
. . .  (3.10)
. . .  (3.11) 
. . .  (3.12)
In general A is not equal to C taking C =  mA where ‘to’ is a positive number 
(integer or fraction) one can write from Eqs (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) the following
relations.
(1 + 2 to*).4* 
2+ to cos <P ’
(3.13a)
2 + 1 / toco8 0  ’
(3.13b)
=  E'jBo— {2(1+ to*)—2to cos^}.4®. (3.13c)
and
4* _  ir.4o—(2+ to cos ^)KBo
(14-2to®)— 2(1+ w ® + cos^ .to)(2+ to cos^) *
(3.14a)
K qq‘~^ KAo'  ^^to  ^ cos ... (3.14b)
n>nd therefore the limiting value of the equilibrium phase ^  is given by
(3.16)
From  a study o f the above equations it is clear that if the tuned cirouits have 
finite selectivity, then simultaneous oscillations at three frequencies m ay occur 
in the regenerative loop at frequencies which are not necessarily the resonant fre> 
quencies o f the respective tuned circuits. In  such a case the amounts o f detuning 
, frrnn the resonant frequencies will be automatically adjusted by the loop in. ao* 
oordance with the amplitudes of>the (Afferent modes,, the selectivity o fthe tuned
circuits and the type o f non-linear characteristic used. Ordinarily duo to power 
supply variation, temperature fluctuations etc., the frequency of oscUlation of the 
different modes will try to drift. But in thi^ i case the tendency wiU be influenced 
by the mutual coupling between the modes; (vide Eq. 3.9).
We have so far considered the case w h^ all the tuned circuits have more or 
less the same amount of selectivity. Let i4  now consider the case when one of 
the tuned circuits has a very high selectivity^ For example, let us take case when 
the selectivity of the circuit sustaining th| mode B is high, then the Eq. (3.7) 
reduces to  -
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d4>
di ' —(Aw^-f jE sin'^ . (3.16)
In the steady state it is seen from Eqs.% .8) and (3.16) that the sum of the 
detuiilngs of the mode A  and the mode C fripm their respective centre frequencies 
is approximately constant. This moans that if either the mode A or the mode 
C tries to drift in frequency then the* other mode will drift in frequency in the 
opposite sense. This j)henomenon gives an amount of stability to frequencies of 
simultaneous oscillations at three frequencies in regenerative loop containing the 
limiter type non-linear element.
E F F E C T  OF A N  E X T E R N A L  I N P U T
It is obvious that the first effect of the application of the external input to 
the sj^ stem will be to cause an output at the frequency of excitation to appear. 
The amplitude o f this output will depend upon the relative amplitudes of the 
free-running modes and tho exciting signal at the input to the non-linearity and 
the linear response of tho system at the exciting frequency. It is evident, for 
example, that if tho exciting signal has a very large amplitude it may cause sup­
pression o f the intenial modes and the output will then depend entirely on tho 
input strength.
In general tho effect of the external input will be to cause a reduction of the 
non-linear gains of the system. I f the frequency of the external signal is close 
to that o f any of the internal modes, there may also bo an amount of energy ex­
change which may result in synclironisation of that internal mode with the applied 
signal. It can be readily shown that the effective gain of tho relevant mode when 
it is locked to the external signal is increased by a factor that depends on tho 
output and the phase difference between tho two. Tlie amplitude and phase 
equations of section 3 will have to be modified to take into account these effects, 
viz., reduction of the non-linear gains, the energy exchange and consequent 
frequency pulling. Tho relevant equations arc presented in appendix B.
Although it is possible to solve those equations and treat the problem in all 
its  generality it is considered advisable, for reasons of simplicity, to analyse only 
the following simple cases.
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In  the first case we assume that the loops for two of the modes are first dis­
connected and that for the other whose frequency is close to that of the exciting 
signal is closed and further that the amplitude and froquenoy o f the external 
signal are such as to cause synchronisation. The loops for other two modes are 
subsequently closed after lock has been attained. Obviously we have to consider 
the phenomenon of single frequency synchronisation. The frequency of the free- 
running mode (say, B) will be pulled into sjrnchronism with the external signal 
and consequently the amplitude of the relevant mode will change to B', given by
B' =  B-{-B cos 0 (4.1)
where B is the amplitude o f the free-running mode B in absence of the external 
input and B is the amplitude of the external signal at the input to the non-linearity 
and tj> is the steady state phase difference between the external input and the free- 
running mode and is given by
sin e =
B .Q s
(4.2)
where . (Ij2n is the difference of frequency between the external input and the free- 
running mode B and Qjj is quality factor of the tuned circuit sustaining the mode 
B. In  this simple case the analysis of section 3 can be applied. It  is to be re­
membered that J5 is to be changed to B’. Thus the amplitude o f the external 
input necessary for quenching of oscillations at other two frequencies can be found 
out from the analysis of section 3.
In  the second case wo assume that the external input is applied to the system  
after internal synchronisation has been attained. Further it will be assumed that 
the amplitude and frequency relations o f the external input with respect to any 
of the free running modes are such that it does not lock with any one of them. 
In  this case also the external input will change the non-linear gains o f the regene­
rative loop (in a way shown in appendix B ). As a result the amplitude relations 
among the free-ruiming modes will be altered in order that all the modes can be 
excited. Thus it follows from the discussion o f section 3 that the frequencies 
of oscillations o f all the free-running modes will be pulled to  different values as 
permitted by the bandwidth of the tuned circuits. Analytical expressions for 
the modified amplitudes of the free-running modes and the different amount of 
detunings for the different modes can be found out from the analysis o f section 3. 
It  is to be remembered that KZo o f section 3 should be replaced by (KZo~2E*) 
(see appendix B ) where * stands for either A,BcxC.  Thus it is dear that if the 
excitii^  signal has such a large amplitude that internal synchronisation is lost 
then it will cause suppression of the internal modes and the output will depend 
m tirely on the input strength and linear r e ^ n s e  o f the f^ te m  a;t the frequency 
o f the external signd, I f , however, the frequency o f tlie external input is such 
that it lies at the centre o f those o f any two o f the free-running modes and further
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if Idle linear response of the system at the frequency of the external input is ade­
quate then there is a possibility of oscillations of the two internal modes in presence 
of the external signal. ;
,‘il
E L I M I N A T I O N  OP T H R ^ E  P R B Q U B N O Y  B P P B O T
From the discussion of section 2 it is clter that a loop incorporating a limiter 
type non-linear element will help strong fignals to build up and suppress the
> modulated one then the compressor 
bo mutually destructive in nature, 
one depending upon the amplitude 
aponents. In this section a method 
ato a degenerative one with respect
weaker ones. But if the not signal is a ph0 
type characteristics of the limiter will fail 
Thus the loop may still remain a regenerati| 
and phase relationships among the various < 
has boon discussed for converting the Ioop| 
to the undesired components.
It has been shown in section 2 that sim^taneous oscillations at three frequen­
cies can be maintained if the gains at the tibree frequencies bear certain relation­
ships depicted in Fig. 4 and the phase relations are such as in a phase modulated
wave i.e.,
This comes about because the suppression effect of the limiter is praotica-lly 
non-existent if the total instantaneous voltage has negligible amplitude variation 
with time and resembles a phase modulated wave. The above suggests a possi^  
lity of elimination of the weaker components by converting the phase m odule^  
wave into an amplitude modulated one and amplitude limiting the latter. T »  
conversion can be effected by means of a non-linear phase drifting network whic
it,.
ci'
pTOirtrmi
-i-ll
c /
/A’
Ch)
Fig 8 (a ); 
Fig 6 (b) s 
Fig 6 (o) s
All pass lattice section ^
Bridged-T equivalent of Fig 6(a) for « j/^ t >  
Bridged-T equivateit of Fig 6(a) for <  >1®
6
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introduces a phase difference of 180® between the so-called side band components. 
It will be evident that other phase shifter circuits will have to be incorporated after 
the limiter in order to make the total phase shift at each of the frequencies equal 
to a multiple of 2w radians for the loop to be still regenerative.
The theory of the non-linear phase shifter is outlined below.
It is known that the total phase shift duo to an allpass lattice composed of 
a parallel resonant circuit in the series arm and constant resistance inverse im­
pedance in the shunt arm (Fig. 5a) is given by
i .  _  2 ( “ — ■ )] , ... (5.2)
where . 2K^ L'R  ’
co„
.. (5.3)
To obtain an unbalanced equivalent of this network wo apply the technique of 
converaipn of lattice into a bridged T  (see Fig. 5b). From the study of equation 
(5.1) it is evident that the nature of the phase shift depends on the parameter K .  
Fig. (6) shows the phase shift chafactoristics obtained with lattice or a bridged
Ilg  6 : Phase-ebift characteristioa of the bridged-T network of Fig 5(a)
T  having Wi/jK’i — 5/2, 4. It should be pointed out that when t a J K i  is less than
•y/3 the form shown in Fig. 5b cannot be used and one haa to take recourse to the 
form shown in Fig.'Sc: I t should Ito mentioned t ^ t  such phase shift character- 
irtio can also be Realised by actiye networks consisting of elemmits only.
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N o w  putting a>/Ki —  x  and =  q w e  have from (5^)
ii(») =  2 t a n - i [ ^ - ^ , ] .  ... (5.4)
Now for converting a phase modulated wav€|to a corresponding amplitude modu­
lated one we have the condition
... (6.5)
where and 0^ are the correspondin®phaso Aifts for the components A ,
B  and C  respectively a.s they pass through phase shifter and n  is the number 
of stages utilised to obtain the required phaa^  sliift of n  radian. No%v comparing 
(5.3) and (5.4) wo have
o a^^(l+g^-V)H-% (l+g"-a: /)  tan (7r/2w)+tan(0j).  ^  ^ (g gj
Y r+<?2-i/)(l-l-«Z*-V )-4*^^r tan(7T/2»)tan(0B)-l
For w =  2, one can write from Eq. (5.6)
2 ^  _ ... (5.7)
(1 +?*—af^ *)(r+g'®—V )— 1 — tan j>B ‘
Therefore knowing the values of Xj^, and Xq the corresponding value of C  can 
be found from Eq. (5.7).
E X P E R I M E N T A L  S E T - U P  A N D  R E S U L T S
The experimental sot up is shown in Fig. 7. The regenerative circuit consists 
of three variable gain and variable selectivity amplifiers and a limiter type non-
rfiequiNCY 
CONTROL CCT.
mQt/£N<y 
CONTROL CCT
afiWANO 
fRCQUCNCy 
CONTROL CCr
tmncR
OSCtlLO-
hCOCf
VACUUM
TOM
VOUMCTCR
Fig 7 , Experiawntal set-up The drouit diagtam of the ftoqumoy seleot^ network ie
eiBO sbowa
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Kg 8 ; Experimentally obtained static and dynamic transfer characteristics of a limiter 
type non-linear element consisting of a pair of crystal diodes (1N34) connected back 
to back
linear element. The inpnt-output characteristic of the Mmiter, consisting of a pair 
of crystal diodes (1N34) connected back to back, is shown in Fig. 8 and may be 
represented to a fair degree of approximation by
Hout ’ • 0.42Zi^-0.16:r,n®, Xin <  1
Now* the gains for different modes were adjusted in such way as to cause the 
loop to break into simultaneous oscillations at three anharmonically related 
frequencies, viz. =  156 Kc/s, =  184 Kc/s and fo ^  212 Kc/s. The corres- 
ponding gains at frequencies and fo  and their respective amplitudes were
then measured. Thus knowing the values jof the gains 0^ and Go and the 
values of the constant and the corresponding values of *Kji and 'Kjs were 
found out from Eq. (2.11). The ratios K^IKj^ and corresponding CjA have been 
plotted in Fig. 9, Thejequilibrium points, so found experimentally, lie within
rj
ro
.'O
0
0 0
Oi OS 
d fi--
10 n
Kg 9 : Amplitude stability diagram showing experimentally observed stable points. The 
computed bounding curve is shown dotted*
the legion of amplitude stability found theoretioalty in eeotion 2 and shown by 
the dotted line in the same figure for comparison.
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The method of ehmination of ‘three frequency effect’ in a regenerative loop 
containing a limiter type non-linear element, as discussed in section 5. requires 
a non-linear phase-shifting network (see Mg. 10a) for introducing a phase shift
07^
^ !j .i~h h — *■
^ J --------- -
10: Shows one of the two identical soiliions of the bridged-T phase shifter 
10(a)! R‘=l-OKQ^uuilKi=i,uoilKi^^T7,Uit=‘ J  ~ o s ,fu  = mKcls.
Pig. 1 0 (b) ! B ^ m a ,  «i.2/Jir,==4,«„,/lf =  r^7,<002=. «j./jj=150S6/i.e 3G
of 180 between the so-called side-band components and it further requires a 
second non-linear phase shifting network (see Fig. lOb) to ensure that the not 
phase shifts suffered by the different modes in passing through the network are 
even multiples of tt. The complete arrangement of the non-linear phase-shifting 
network with the limiter is shown in Fig. 11. To get rid of the ‘three-frequently 
effect’ in the regenerative loop, the non-linear phase shifting arrangement (Fig. 11) 
is to be introduced in the loop in the position shown dotted in Fig. 3.
 ^ mwfotDflDi puAU snifriHo
• •Arrangeiaent o f the non*liuear phase shifting network with the limiter to bo intro­
duced for the elimination of the three f^recpienoy-efToct
As the components of the signals pass through this non-linear phase shifting 
network, they become incoherent in nature and the regenerative loop containing 
the limiter type non-linear element, will favour oscillation of that mode having the 
highest amplitude before the introduction of the non-linear phase shifter. The 
experiment performed fully confirmed the speculation.
C O N C L U S I O N
Simultaneous oscillations at three anhannonically related frequencies in a 
regenerative loop containing a limiter type non-linear dement have been analysed. 
The amplitude relations among the three modes for the co-existence have also 
been found out. Experimental results regarding their amplitude-relations have 
been presented and it has been found that the experimental results are in quite 
good agreement with those of the analysis. A possible method for the elimination 
the thiee-ftequency effect has also been suggested. The possibility of simul-
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taneouB oBcillationB at foitr and five fireqnencies in such a loop will be ooniddered 
in a fdtnie communication.
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A P P E N D I X
A.I. D e n v a t io n  o f  th e  loo p  e q w t i o m  f o r  the  ca se  w h e n  the  tu n e d  c ir c u its  h a ve  f i n i t e  
Q -vcU u es:
Let us consider the loop as shown in Pig. 3. The loop equations for different 
modes can be wTitten as
A  =  a ^ { p ) T M , S , C ) ,  ... (A.1)
B  =  Gb (p ) T b [ A , B ,  C ) , ... (A.2)
C  =  O c { p ) T d ( A ,B ,C ) ,  ... (A.3)
where the symbols have their usual significance as mentioned in the text. Now 
we have,
T A A , B , C ) : ^ [ X ^ ^ A ,  ... (A.4)
1 1 [ 1 , (A 5)
m  ~ ~ -o rr  i -
whffl^  is the resonant angular frequency of the tuned cricuits sustaining the 
mode A ,  (r^ o. i* the gain at the resonant frequency and and ijr^ are respec-
tivrfy the instantaneous phases of the modes A ,  Band C  putting p  
one can write from (A-6)
1
Oa{p )
1+ L s + j
OtA <X,A<i>A ] ,
where S  represents an operator in a slow time scale and is given by
<^ A — *>^oaIQa
Hence from E<]p. (A.1) and (A.7) we have
(A.7)
(A.8)
2 _  A A  
a A
«*{A»+2(B*-|-C7*)A-l-B»C'oos^|j-A, ... (A.9)
and
2 dfAH Iir Iipa^n
» A ^
j  sin^ (A.10)
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Similarly for other modes one can easily write the M owing equations
• G m [ « i5 -  I  a3{B®+2(^HC»)5+2JJ5(7 c o s - B ,  ... (A .ll)
i <?O0 [«!<?- \  a ^ { G ^ + 2 { A ^ + m ) C + B ^ A  cos <i}] - C ,  .
2 dB 
a ' s ' d t-
«o  ■ df
and
ttj ’ d t
2_
‘ d t
Aw£ — j  aaOngAC aind>, |
' Aci)y+ j  O’^ G^iqB ^ ^  sin
Comparing (A. 10), (A.13) and (A. 14) with (A.i) one can write
d t
whore
2A<i)£—(Ate^4-At0c)+Jf sin {4,
(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
A '— g <*3 I^^a G A o ^  -\-ocoO c0 ^  j —2«BG'BoAc'j . ... (A.16)
B.I. D e r iv a tio n  o f  the  lo o p  e q u a tio n s  w i th  th e  E x te r n a l  i n p u t  :
Let us consider the loop with the external input E ’ cos a t .  Assuming the 
instantaneous phases of the firee-running modes and external input to be as
^ A + ^ o  =  2v!^n+  ^ ... (B.I)
and
^  =  ... (B.2)
where ^  is the instantaneous phaso of the external signal and 0  is the phase dif­
ference between the mode B  and the external input. The loop equations can be 
written as
T J A , B , C . E ) G J p ) = = A .  ... (B.3)
BT ^(A; B ,  C , E ) - \ ^ E  cos 9  — (B.4)
G^V) ’
T<j(A, B ,  C , E )  G d p )  =  C , ... (B.5)
where E  is the amplitude of the external at the input to the non-linearity and the 
hther symbols hive their usual significances. From appendix A one can write 
the M owing expression for G ^ (P ) ,  G j^ P )  or O c(,P)
GziP)
whm^ e Z  ^  A ,  B  OT O .
[ i + t 5 + ; otg Vi J ’ (B.6)
Hence from equations (B.l) to (B.6) one can write
^  |o ,{^ *+ 2(B *+ C «+i^)^+ B *C 7cos^ }]-il. (B.7)
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L .  «(?jBo|oiJ?-|o8{-B®+2(-4*+0»+JP*)H +2^BCcos^}]-B , B^.l 
ctjj u/t L 4 J
I  aa{(7*+2(4«+-B*+-®®)CfH-B»^ cosjJ}] - C ,2 dC 
a o ’ d f  ~
^  I ' 2Awj5—(A<o^+A«ci)+ jK^ sin(tt
.8)
(B.9) 
... (B.IO)
and
>ci — — flin d ... (B .ll)
where 0  is the instantaneous phase difference between the free*ranning mode and 
the external input and n/2w is instantaneous difference of frequency between 
them. Putting
• -o = ^ 2 0  (B.12)o itigQ
where Z  =  A ,  B  o t  C .
from Eqs. (B.7), (B.8) and (B.9)We have ... ...... ..............
1  ^  e=« |a8G ^ o4[ir^ o- { .c o s ^ } ] ,... (B.13)
(Xjg ' dt
a ^ O s ^ K s o - { S ‘ - ^ ^ ( A > i - 0 * + ^ ) + 2 A C  cos^}], (B.14)
a,OaoC [iToto- {  C?»+2(.4*+B»+E»)+B* ^  c o s ^ }]  . . . .  (B.16)
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